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Abstract—Timing analysis must be performed for safety-
critical real-time tasks to estimate their Worst-Case Execution
Time (WCET). The advent of multicores and cache hierarchies
challenges the use of traditional measurement-based timing
analysis (MBTA), which is current practice in industry. To
tackle this issue a new family of timing analysis techniques
based on probabilistic analysis has recently arised. Among those,
Measurement-Based Probabilistic Timing Analysis (MBPTA) is
the most promising approach, but imposes some constraints on
the hardware design.

In this paper we analyze the case of a LEON3 multicore
processor, identify those features that need to be modified to attain
MBPTA compliance and show the first steps towards achieving it.
Our preliminary results show that (i) low WCET estimates can
be derived, (ii) industrial practice based on measurements can be
kept, and (iii) average performance is only slightly harmed w.r.t.
non-MBPTA-compliant hardware designs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Safety-critical real-time tasks rely on timing analysis tools
to derive their Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) so that
they can be properly scheduled. Different timing analysis
techniques exist with their own set of advantages and limi-
tations. Typically timing analysis has been performed on top
of hardware platforms whose timing is deterministic. This
includes static (STA) and measurement-based timing analysis
(MBTA) [20]. However, STA relies on having accurate timing
models of the hardware and the task under analysis to derive
tight WCET estimates, which is hard to attain on top of high
performance platforms such as pipelined multicore processors
with cache hierarchies. On the other hand, MBTA relies on
measurements. However, obtaining measurements relevant for
the worst-case is an increasingly complex challenge (i) when
using cache memories since different placements of objects in
memory can create abrupt performance variations due to cache
interactions and (ii) in multicores where programs interact in
non-obvious ways. Thus, deriving arguments that suffice to
certify those functions against the appropriate safety standards
(i.e. ISO26262 in the automotive domain [7], DO-178B/C for

avionics software [16], etc.) or simply to reach the desired
degree of confidence becomes increasingly challenging.

To respond to this challenge measurement-based prob-
abilistic timing analysis (MBPTA) [6] has arised recently.
MBPTA relies on hardware platforms that exhibit a number
of timing characteristics that allow randomizing and/or upper-
bounding the timing behavior of those components challenging
WCET estimation [12], [5]. If those properties are had, mea-
surements can be used – measurements are common practice
in industry –, tight WCET estimates can be obtained with
quantifiable confidence and certification arguments can be
elaborated [18].

In this paper we analyze the case of a LEON3 multicore
processor amenable for the space industry, but meaningful for
other safety-relevant domains such as avionics, automotive or
railway. We first identify those hardware features that need
to be modified to attain MBPTA compliance and present
the current state of this work. We also review software-
only alternatives to attain MBPTA compliance. Finally, we
evaluate the adapted LEON3 multicore showing that tight
WCET estimates can be obtained with little degradation on
average performance.

II. BACKGROUND

MBPTA relies on collecting a number of execution time
measurements – typically in the order of few hundreds – of
the program under analysis on top of a MBPTA-compliant
hardware/software platform. That set of measurements is tested
against a number of tests to corroborate that they correspond
to a Gumbel distribution [14], and they are independent and
identically distributed, or in other words, they are observations
of the same random variable (the same program running on top
of the target platform with identical initial conditions in our
case) [6].

Once the tests are passed, those measurements are used as
input for Extreme Value Theory (EVT) [14], which is a pow-
erful statistical tool to approximate the tail of a distribution. In
our case, the tail of the distribution are high execution times.



Then, the probabilistic WCET (pWCET) is the execution time
value of the obtained distribution that is exceeded with a
given arbitrarily low probability. The exceedance probability
is chosen to be low enough so that safety standards allow
neglecting it. For instance, if a program can be run up to 10
times per second (so up to 36,000 times per hour), we can use
an exceedance threshold of 10−15 per run, which guarantees
that the failures per hour are below 10−9, in line with safety
standards1.

This solution has been shown effective for single-path pro-
grams. However, if multi-path programs need to be analyzed,
then either the analysis is performed in a per-path basis and
the maximum pWCET estimate across paths is chosen2, or
appropriate techniques to obtain path coverage are used [10]3.

As stated before, MBPTA relies on hardware/software
platforms attaining some properties. System software has been
shown to attain those properties if designed conveniently [4].
Hardware instead has been shown to be MBPTA-compliant
if one of the following alternatives holds for all its hardware
features [12], [5]:

• Non-jittery: hardware features whose response time
is constant are regarded as MBPTA-compliant since
their timing behavior does not change at analysis and
deployment.

• Jittery but upper-bounded: some hardware features
may exhibit different latencies depending on their
inputs. If their latency can be upper-bounded so that
the highest latency is experienced (at least) at analysis
time with little impact on the WCET estimates, upper-
bounding is a valid choice. This allows the user not to
provide coverage for the input values of those features.

• Jittery but randomized: some hardware features with
multiple latencies may get their timing randomized so
that each latency occurs with a given probability and
the latencies experienced at analysis match or upper-
bound those at deployment. This choice also releases
the user from providing coverage for the input values
of those features.

• User-provided coverage: in some cases the user may
provide coverage for some features affecting the exe-
cution time. While this is, in general, not a desired
choice, it may be the most effective (or the only
alternative) in some cases.

In the next section we present the target LEON3 multi-
core, identify non-MBPTA-compliant hardware features and
introduce how they are made MBPTA-compliant.

III. HARDWARE FEATURES TO ATTAIN MBPTA
COMPLIANCE

In this section we first describe the target hardware archi-
tecture. Then we introduce the modifications needed to make
it MBPTA-compliant and the current status.

1Avionics and automotive safety standards impose that failure rates of the
system components must be 10−9 per hour for the highest integrity levels.

2This option requires the user providing inputs that include the path that
leads to the WCET.

3Although not yet public, user-friendly solutions of [10] are being developed
and integrated in existing timing analysis tools.

A. Target Architecture

The target architecture corresponds to a LEON3 multicore
processor implemented on a FPGA. The basic architecture
behaves as shown in Figure 1.

The FPGA model features a 4-core multicore with a shared
bus, a shared (unified for data and instructions) L2 cache, a
memory controller and DRAM memory. First level instruction
(IL1) and data (DL1) caches are private per core.

The core architecture consists of a pipeline with the fol-
lowing stages: fetch (F), decode (D), register access (RA),
execution of non-memory operations (Exe), DL1 access (M),
Exceptions (Exc) and write back (WB). DL1 and IL1 misses
are propagated to the L2 cache through the shared bus. DL1
is write-through, so all store operations are also forwarded to
the L2. L2 is non-inclusive, so no DL1 evictions are raised on
a L2 eviction.

a) DL1 and IL1: IL1 and DL1 are set-associative
caches implementing modulo placement and both, least re-
cently used (LRU) and random replacement. However, random
replacement is not truly random and uses some counters to
determine the line to be evicted rather than chosing it ran-
domly. Those placement and replacement policies are regarded
as non-MBPTA-compliant [9]. Cache contents can be locked
and freezed with appropriate instructions, which helps system
software to attain MBPTA compliance [4].

b) Instruction (ITLB) and data TLB (DTLB): Transla-
tion lookahead buffers (TLB) translate virtual into physical
addresses (if the memory management unit, MMU, is enabled).
Both TLBs are fully-associative and implement the same
replacement policies as the IL1 and DL1. Those replacement
policies are regarded as non-MBPTA-compliant [9].

c) Queues: In the processor several request queues
may exist to decouple different hardware blocks. For instance,
fetched instructions may be placed in a queue so that they
can be consumed by the decode stage. If any later stage
stalls long enough, such queue may get full, thus introducing
backpressure into the fetch stage, which may get stalled until
at least one entry is released in the queue [13]. Thus, whether
a queue gets full or not depends solely on the behavior of
the different stages, which in turn progress faster or slower
depending on deterministic (and fixed latency) events such
as the execution in some functional units or events such as
hit/miss in any cache-like structure (IL1, ITLB, DL1, etc.).
Buffers have been regarded as MBPTA-compliant as long as
the rest of the processor is also compliant [13]. This is also
the case of the write buffer that, in essence, is a queue.

d) Execution of Non-cache Operations: The latencies
of the execution stage are fixed for all types of operations
except FDIV and FSQRT, which use an iterative unit and so,
their latency depends on the actual input values operated. Thus,
FDIV and FSQRT operations are non-MBPTA-compliant.

e) Core-to-L2 Bus: The bus implements round-robin
arbitration among pending requests from the cores. Once a core
is granted access to the bus, it will keep it busy until its request
is fully served. No further bus request will be accepted when
the bus is busy. If the request is a memory access and given
that SPLIT responses are not supported, no further requests
will be accepted, even if they are L2 accesses that could hit
and be served right away. However, both the arbitration policy



Fig. 1. Schematic of the LEON3 4-core multicore architecture.

and the fact that a request may keep the bus busy an overly
long period of time (until memory responds) are non-MBPTA-
compliant features [8].

f) Shared L2 Cache: The shared L2 cache can be
partitioned on a per-way basis, thus allocating different cache
ways to each core. This avoids interferences across cores in
the cache contents and enables MBPTA compliance [17]. The
L2 cache implements the same placement and replacement
policies as the IL1 and DL1 caches, which are non-MBPTA-
compliant.

g) Shared Memory Controller: The memory controller
only processes one request at a time. The time to process such
request depends on the type of request (read or write) and the
type of the previous request (read or write). Thus, variable
latency to process requests challenges MBPTA compliance.
Also, since only one request is processed at a time, other
requests are stalled creating a FIFO processing order, which
is non-MBPTA-compliant [8].

B. Modifications Needed and Current Status
Several modifications are needed to make the processor

design MBPTA-compliant. Among those we identify the fol-
lowing ones:

a) Random replacement: True random replacement is
needed in DL1, IL1, DTLB, ITLB and L2 [9]. For that purpose
we have implemented a pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG) based on a 168-bit linear-feedback shift register [2]
that needs to be initialized at boot time by the system software.
One PRNG per core has been setup since this allows providing
a sufficiently large number of random bits to all components.
This feature is already complete.

b) Random placement: DL1, IL1 and L2 need random
placement to release the user from controlling the placement of
all programs and memory objects at analysis and deployment.
For that purpose we have implemented a parametric hash
function as described in [9]. Such random placement needs
caches to be flushed and the seed of the hash to be changed
across independently analyzed software units. For instance,
if timing analysis needs to be performed at task level, then
cache flushing and seed initialization need to occur across
program runs. Alternatively, this can be done across partitions

in domains where partitions can be analyzed as a whole
unit [1], [3]. This feature is also complete.

c) Fixed-latency non-cache execution units: FDIV and
FSQRT need to be changed to have a fixed latency (their
highest latency) at least at analysis time so that their timing be-
havior upper-bounds that at deployment. This is not done yet.
However, we evaluate the processor design with benchmarks
not using those operations.

d) Split transactions: The core-to-L2 bus and L2 have
been modified conveniently so that requests from one core
do not create stalls on requests from other cores. Also, bus
latency is fixed so that variable-length requests do not create
side effects. This has already been done.

e) Bus and Memory controller arbitration policy: The
arbitration policies in the bus (round-robin) and the memory
controller (FIFO) are regarded as non-MBPTA-compliant. Ei-
ther lottery random arbitration or random permutations need to
be implemented to attain MBPTA compliance [8]. At this point
this is not yet implemented, which prevents having MBPTA
compliance when more than one core is used. However, if only
one core is used, arbitration policies across cores are irrelevant
and so, MBPTA compliance can be attained. Thus, results at
this stage are only obtained using one core in the multicore
processor.

IV. SOFTWARE FEATURES TO ATTAIN MBPTA
COMPLIANCE

MBPTA compliance for placement and replacement poli-
cies has been shown to be feasible by software-only
means [11]. In particular, software randomization relies on
randomizing the location of objects in memory so that their
placement and interactions in cache are also randomized. Such
a technique reduces the changes needed at hardware level
at the expense of increasing WCET estimates and average
execution time due to the time needed to move objects in
memory and access them through indirections. Given that
random placement and replacement policies have already been
implemented at hardware level and software randomization is
not yet complete, we do not evaluate software randomization
in this paper and focus on hardware solutions only.
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Fig. 2. Execution time histograms in execution cycles for 1,000 runs of each benchmark.

TABLE I. MAXIMUM EXECUTION TIME OBSERVED AND PWCET FOR DIFFERENT EXCEEDANCE THRESHOLDS (IN EXECUTION CYCLES).

Max. obs. 10−6 10−9 10−12 10−15

rspeed 74746735 74747439 74747775 74748112 74748448
matrix 1944558397 1945384760 1945936069 1946478627 1947029935

V. EVALUATION

In order to illustrate the (preliminar) behavior of the time-
randomized FPGA platform, we have collected execution times
for 2 benchmarks from the EEMBC Autobench benchmark
suite [15], which is a well-known suite reflecting the current
real-world demand of some automotive embedded systems.

Results have been collected in terms of execution time
histograms (see Figure 2) and pWCET estimates (see Ta-
ble I). Histograms also include execution times when using
non-time-randomized caches (labelled as “LRU” in the plot)
for reference. As shown, random placement and replacement
caches introduce some variability in the execution time. In
this particular case, variability is low and so execution times
are always well within 1% of those on a conventional time-
deterministic architecture. This is so because those benchmarks
fit in cache comfortably and so, randomness cannot create
many cache conflicts. This little variability translates into little
increase of the pWCET estimates w.r.t. the actual execution
times. Table I shows the maximum execution time observed for
those 2 benchmarks out of 1,000 runs as well as the pWCET
estimates for different exceedance thresholds, which are shown
to still be within 1% of the maximum execution time.

It is our plan to study further benchmarks with different
cache size requirements to better illustrate the tradeoffs on a
time-randomized platform. Nevertheless, it has already been
shown in the past that MBPTA on top of MBPTA-compliant
hardware (on a simulator) provides competitive results in
comparison to those of time-deterministic architectures for a
real avionics case study [19].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Probabilistic timing analysis (PTA) has been shown to be a
powerful approach to release end users from having to exercise
plenty of control on timing analysis to obtain safe WCET
estimates. However, PTA in general and its measurement-
based variant in particular (MBPTA), rely on specific timing
characteristics at hardware level. So far this has only been
proven on simulators.

In this work we take the first steps towards making an
industrial platform MBPTA-compliant. In particular, we adapt
a multicore LEON3 design suitable for the space industry and
show that our preliminary results confirm what was already
observed on simulators, thus proving that MBPTA-compliant
designs can be implemented within affordable cost.
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